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Concept Publishing Company Pvt. Ltd., 2013. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. In recent times
Home Science has emerged as multidimensional and multidirectional science encompassing wide
spectrum of biological and behavioural sciences. The present book is a humble attempt to
understand readers about visual ergonomics and its application in making residential dwelling
more comfortable and productive. Visual ergonomics, a separate branch of ergonomics is dealt
exhaustively relating different components of art like colour, light etc. with ergonomics. An
attempt has been made to study and correlate different parameters related with visual
ergonomics. The readers will get detailed information about visual ergonomics with psychological
qualities of different elements of art which directly or indirectly affects their work performance in
home or at work- place. The book also discusses the ill effects of improper use of different elements
of art especially light on our eyes and physical health. The book will not only benefit the students,
academicians but also the architects, interior designers, engaged in construction and consulting
professions. Printed Pages: X, 178.
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook is fantastic. It is actually writter in straightforward terms rather than hard to understand. Its been designed in an extremely straightforward
way and it is merely soon after i finished reading through this ebook through which in fact modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Justice Wilderman-- Justice Wilderman

It is an amazing ebook i have possibly study. Indeed, it is engage in, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I am just very easily can get a
pleasure of reading a published book.
-- Christopher Ferry-- Christopher Ferry
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